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Abstract

I describe here the performance of a parallel treecode with individual particle timesteps. The code is based on the
Barnes–Hut algorithm and runs cosmologicalN-body simulations on parallel machines with a distributed memory
architecture using the MPI message-passing library. For a configuration with a constant number of particles per processor the
scalability of the code was tested up toP 5 128 processors on an IBM SP4 machine. In the largeP limit the average CPU
time per processor necessary for solving the gravitational interactions is|10% higher than that expected from the ideal
scaling relation. The processor domains are determined every large timestep according to a recursive orthogonal bisection,
using a weighting scheme which takes into account the total particle computational load within the timestep. The results of
the numerical tests show that the load balancing efficiencyL of the code is high (* 90%) up toP 532, and decreases to
L |80% whenP 5 128. In the latter case it is found that some aspects of the code performance are affected by machine
hardware, while the proposed weighting scheme can achieve a load balance as high asL |90% even in the largeP limit.
 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1 . Introduction standing of structure formation. This approach has
received a large impulse from the huge growth of

According to the standard picture the observed computer technology in the last two decades. Cos-
structure in the universe has arisen via gravitational mologicalN-body simulations are now widely used
instability from the time evolution of initial ir- as a fundamental tool in modern cosmology for
regularities in the matter density distribution. These testing viable theories of structure formation. The
perturbations grew under their own gravity and most important task of cosmological codes is the
during early epochs their cosmic evolution can be computation of the gravitational forces of the system.
described according to standard linear perturbation Several methods have been developed to solve the
theory. At late epochs the evolution of structure on large-scale gravitational field (see e.g.,Bertschinger,
scales of relevant cosmological interest is character- 1998 for a review). A popular approach is the tree
ized by nonlinearity. Numerical simulations play a algorithm (Appel, 1985; Hernquist, 1987). The par-
fundamental role in improving the theoretical under- ticle distribution of the system is arranged into a

hierarchy of cubes and the force on an individual
E-mail address: valda@sissa.it(R. Valdarnini). particle is computed by a summation of the multipole
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´expansion of the cubes. The main advantage of a 1991; Warren, 1994; Dubinski, 1996; Dave et al.,
tree-based code is the computational cost of a force 1997; Lia and Carraro, 2000; Springel et al., 2001;
evaluation, which scales with the particle numberN Miocchi and Capuzzo-Dolcetta, 2002).In this paperp

as ~ N log N . This makes tree codes particularly I present a parallel implementation of a multistepp p

indicated in simulations where a large number of treecode based on theBarnes and Hut (1986,BH)
particles is required. Another important point in algorithm. The code is cosmological and uses the
favour of tree codes is that individual timesteps for MPI message library. The paper is organized as
all of the particles can be implemented easily, which follows. In Section 2 the tree algorithm is presented
allows a substantial speed-up of the force evaluation and the dependence of the acceleration errors on the
for a clustered distribution. For a typical evolved tree-opening parameteru is discussed, together with
distribution the particles located in high-density the implemented scheme for the parallelization of the
regions will need to be advanced using the smallest treecode. Parallel performances are discussed in
timesteps, but they represent only a small fraction of Section 3 and the main results are summarized in
the total particle number. If the particles are ad- Section 4.
vanced with a single timestepDt, the overall accura-
cy in the orbit integration is then maintained only if
Dt is the minimum timestepDt of the particlemin 2 . Parallelization of a treecode
configuration. In the single-step integration scheme
the force of all the particles is re-evaluated at each The BH algorithm works by subdividing a root
step, but ifDt becomes very small this impliesmin box of sizeL, which contains all of the simulation
that a large amount of computational work is wasted particles, into 8 subvolumes of sizeL /2. This
in calculating the force of particles in regions where procedure is then repeated for each of the subcubes
the imposed global accuracy is not required. If and continues until the remaining cells or nodes are
individual timesteps are allowed, the accelerations empty or have one particle. After thekth iteration the
are then evaluated at each step only for those ksize of the subcubes isl 5 L /2 . After the treekparticles which have been identified according to a construction is complete the multipole moments of
specified stability criterion. the mass distribution inside the cells are computed

An important task is the improvement of the starting from the smallest cells and proceeding up to
dynamic range of the simulations. Large simulation the root cell. The moments of the cells are typically
volumes are required for statistical purposes but, at approximated up to quadrupole order. For each
the same time, modeling the formation and evolution particle the acceleration is evaluated by summing the
of each individual galaxy in the simulated volume contribution of all of the cells and particles which are
requires that a realistic simulation should be im- in an interaction list. The list is constructed starting8 9plemented with 10| 10 particles. This computa- from the root cell and descending the tree down to a
tional task can be efficiently solved if the code is required level of accuracy. At each level a cell of the
adapted to work on a parallel machine where many tree is accepted if it satisfies an accuracy criterion. If
processors are linked together with a communication the cell fails this criterion then it is opened, the
network. If the architecture of the machine is particles contained are added to the interaction list
memory-distributed the optimal code should dis- and the accuracy criterion is applied again for the
tribute the computational load in an even way on all remaining subcells. BH have introduced the follow-
the processors and, at the same time, minimize the ing acceptance criterion for the examined cell
communications among all the processors. Because
of the long-range nature of gravity the latter task is d . l /u, (1)k
inherently difficult. On the other hand, with respect
to a serial code for a network ofP processors the whered is the distance between the center of mass
computation reward in terms of CPU time is ex- (c.o.m.) of the cell and the particle position,u is an
pected to be close to|P. These arguments have led input parameter which controls the accuracy of the
a number of authors to parallelize treecodes (Salmon, force evaluation. Whenu gets smaller more cells are
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added to the interaction lists and this implies a more the load balancing scheme, which has been de-
accurate force evaluation. Foru → 0 one recovers the termined according to the ORB algorithm at the
direct summation. Whenu is large (. 1) and the previous step, can be significantly degraded. One
c.o.m. is close to the edge of the cell an acceptance solution is to perform the ORB at each timestep, but
criterion which avoids possible errors in the force this implies a communication overhead whenN isact

calculation is given byBarnes (1994) and Dubinski small. In the multistep integration schemeDt is the0

(1996) maximum allowed particle timestep and the particle
positions are synchronized when the simulation time

d . l /u 1d, (2)k t is a multiple ofDt ; see e.g.,Hernquist and Katz0

(1989) for more details. In the parallel treecodewhered is the distance between the cell c.o.m. and
presented here, the ORB domain decomposition isits geometrical center.
applied every large timestepDt , when the simula-0

tion time t is n Dt . The load-balancing of the code is02 .1. Domain decomposition
presented in Section 3.2, where it is discussed how
the performances are dependent on the computationalThe spatial domains of the processors are de-
weight w assigned to each particle.itermined according to the orthogonal recursion bisec-

tion (ORB, Salmon, 1991). The computational vol-
2 .2. Construction of the local essential treeume is first cut along thex-axis at a positionx suchc

that
A BH tree is constructed by each processor usingO w .O w , (3) the particles located in the processor subvolume.i i

i, i. However, the local tree does not contain all of the
where the summations are over all of the particles information needed to perform the force calculation
with x , x or x . x and w ~ N (i) is a weight for the processor particles. For these particles ai c i c i OP

assigned to each particle proportional to the number subset of cells must be imported from the trees of the
of floating point operations (i.e. the computational other processors according to the opening angle
work) which are necessary to compute the particle criterion applied to the remote cells. Each processor
force. then receives a set of partial trees which are merged

When the rootx has been determined the particles with the local tree to construct a local essential treec

are then exchanged between the processors until all (Dubinski, 1996). The new local tree contains all of
of the particles withx , x belong to the firstP/2 the information with which the forces of the locali c

processors, and those withx . x are in the second particles can be consistently calculated.i c

P/2 processors. The whole procedure is repeated The communications between processors of nodes
recursively, cycling through the cartesian dimen- from different trees imply that in order to graft the
sions, until the total number of subdivisions of the imported cells onto the processor local trees it is
computational volume is logP (with this algorithm necessary to adopt an efficient addressing scheme for2

P is constrained to be a power of two). At the end of the memory location of the nodes. This is easily
the domain decomposition, the subvolumes will obtained if the construction of the local trees starts
enclose a subset of particles with approximately an from a root box of sizeL, common to all of the
equal amount of computational work. The calcula- processors. Because of the ORB the spatial domains
tion of the forces is then approximately load-bal- of the particle processors will occupy a fraction

3anced among all of the processors. |1/P of the computational volumeL . This implies
The parallel treecode presented here uses indi- in the tree construction a small memory overhead.

vidual particle timesteps and the number of active The main advantage is however that now the non-
particlesN for which it is necessary to calculate empty cells of the local trees have the same positionact

the forces is highly variable with the current times- and size in all of the processors. Each cell is then
tep. This number at a given time can be a small uniquely identified by a set of integersh j , j , . . . j,1 2

fraction of the total particle number. In such cases with each integer ranging from 0 to 7 which iden-
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tifies one of the 8 subcells of the parent cell. These cell. The obtained interaction list of cells by defini-
integers can be conveniently mapped onto a single tion satisfies Eqs. (1) or (2) for all the particles
integer word of maximum bit length 3k , where within the grouped cell.max

k is the maximum subdivision level of the tree. This interaction list can then be used in the forcemax

For a 64 bit key k #21. This integer word calculation of all these particles. The speed-upmax

represents the binary key of the cell. When a cell of depends on the distribution of the clustered particles
the tree is requested by a remote processor to and on machine hardware,Barnes (1990)suggests it
construct its local tree, the associated key is sent can be a factor of 3 to 5. HoweverN cannot be tooc

together with the mass, c.o.m. and multipole mo- large, otherwise for a given grouped cell the gener-
ments of the cell. The receiving processor then uses ated interaction lists will contain a number of cells
this key to quickly identify the cell location in the largely in excess of those effectively needed. As a
local tree and to add the new cell to the local tree. A compromise, it is foundN & 64 (Barnes, 1990). Forc

similar addressing scheme has been implemented, in a multistep treecode the application of the grouping
their version of a parallel treecode, also byMiocchi method for reducing the cost of the list construction
and Capuzzo-Dolcetta (2002). is not straightforward. This is because the number of

The construction of the local essential trees is the active particlesN at a given time can be a smallact

most complicated part to be implemented in a fraction of the total particle number. In such cases,
parallel treecode. A simple translation of the logic of the advantages of having a unique interaction list for
the BH opening criterion to a parallel treecode on a a small particle subset can be outweighed by the
distributed memory machine implies that each par- computational cost necessary for constructing it. The
ticle of each processor should apply the opening parallel treecode described here uses individual
criterion to the tree nodes of the remainingP 2 1 particle timesteps and this grouping method has not
processors. This approach is clearly impractical been implemented to construct the cell interaction
because of the large communication cost needed to lists of the particle forces.
exchange particle positions or tree nodes between After the list of grouped cells has been created,
processors. An efficient construction of the local each processor imports the root nodes necessary for
essential tree is obtained instead as follows (Val- the construction of the local essential tree from the
darnini, 2002a). This construction method is similar, other processors. These nodes are found by applying
with slight modifications, to the one described by in the exporting processor the opening angle criterion
Dubinski (1996). to its local tree. The list of cells and particles

(i) Once the ORB has been completed and each obtained is sent to the importing processor, where it
processor has received the particle subset with spatial is merged with the local tree at the corresponding
coordinates within its spatial domains, the local trees nodes. These nodes are identified using the binary
are constructed according to BH in each of the keys of the imported nodes. At the end of these steps
processorsP , wherek is a processor index ranging each processor has the tree structure necessary tok

from 0 to P 2 1. compute the forces of the local particle distribution.
(ii a) In a first version the local essential trees (ii b) The communications between processors can

were constructed as inDubinski (1996).A list of the be significantly reduced if one adopts the following
cells of the processor’s local tree is created, with the criterion to construct the partial trees which will be
criterion that they must contain a number of particles exchanged between processors. After the local trees
&N (| 32). This grouping scheme was introduced have been constructed, each processor applies thec

by Barnes (1990),in order to significantly reduce the opening angle criterion between the nodes of its local
number of particle-cell applications of the opening tree and the closest point of the volume of another
criterion necessary for constructing the interaction processorP . The partial tree obtained contains byk

lists of the particles. The opening angle criterion (1) definition all of the nodes of the local processor
or (2) is applied between one of the grouped cells necessary to evaluate the forces of the particles
and the examined cells:d is now the minimum located in the processorP . This procedure isk

distance between the cells c.o.m. and the grouped performed at the same time by each processor for all
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of the remainingP 2 1 processors. At the end, each Ewald method (Hernquist et al., 1991). The correc-
processor hasP 2 1 lists of nodes which are neces- tions are computed on a cubic mesh of sizeL with

3sary for the construction of the local essential trees in 50 grid points and are stored in a file. During the
the other processors. The processor boundaries are force computation, a linear interpolation is used to
determined during the ORB and are communicated calculate the correction terms corresponding to the
between all of the processors after its completion. particle positions from the stored values.
Hence, the main advantage of this procedure is that In a cosmological simulation, the evaluation of the
all of the communications between processors neces- peculiar forces in the linear regime is subject to large
sary for the construction of the local essential trees relative errors. This is because for a nearly homoge-
are performed in a single all-to-all message-passing neous distribution, the net force acting on a particle
routine. The drawback of this scheme is the memory is the result of the cancellation of the large partial
overhead, because each processor imports from forces determined from the whole mass distribution.

´another processor a list of nodes in excess of those From a set of test simulations,Dave et al. (1997)
effectively needed to perform the force calculation, found that in the linear regime, whenu 5 0.4 and the
and also in excess of those which would have been cell moments are evaluated up to the quadrupole
imported with the previous procedure. As a rule of order, the relative errors in the forces are&7%. This
thumb, it has been found that foru 5 0.4 a processor problem is not present at late epochs, when the
with N particles andN cells imports|N /82N /4 clustering of the simulation particles is highlyp c p p

particles and|N cells. The number of imported evolved and even foru . 1 the relative errors in thec

nodes is independent of the processor number. The forces are small (& 2%). This imposes in the
valueu 50.4 is a lower limit that guarantees reason- simulation the necessity of varyingu according to
able accuracy in the force evaluation in many the clustering evolution, since the computational cost
simulations. In the communication phase between of evaluating the forces with a small value ofu is
processors, mass and position are imported for each wasted in the non-linear regime. In this regime, the
particle, and the mass, c.o.m., quadrupole moment forces can be evaluated with an accuracy as good as
and the binary key are imported for each cell. The that obtained in the linear regime, though using a
memory required by a single processor to construct higher value ofu.
the local essential tree is then approximately a factor After several tests it was found that a good
|2 larger than that used in the implementation of the criterion to control the value ofu(t) is that at any
local tree. This memory requirement can be efficient- given simulation timet the energy conservation must
ly managed using dynamic allocation, and is not be satisfied with a specified level of accuracy. The
significantly larger than that required by other Lyzer–Irvine equation is
schemes used to construct the local essential tree
(e.g.,Dubinski, 1996). 4a T 1 aU 2EU da 5C, (4)

2 .3. Force calculation
where a 5 a(t) is the expansion factor,T is the

After the construction of the local essential trees kinetic energy of the system,U is the potential
has been completed, each processor proceeds energy andC is a constant. The accuracy of the
asynchronously to calculate the forces of the active integration can be measured by the quantity err(t)5
particles in its computational volume up to the uD(C) /D(aU )u, whereDf denotes the change off with
quadrupole order. The code has incorporated period- respect to its initial value.Fig. 1 shows the time
ic boundary conditions and comoving coordinates. evolution of err(t) versus the expansion factor for
Hence the forces obtained from the interaction lists different test simulations. The cosmological model
of the local essential trees must be corrected to take considered is a flat CDM model, with a vacuum

´into account the contribution of the images (Dave et energy densityV 5 0.7, matter density parameterL

al., 1997; Springel et al., 2001). These correction V 50.3 and Hubble constanth 5 0.7 in units ofm
21 21terms are calculated before the simulation using the 100 km s Mpc .Table 1 presents the main
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Fig. 1. The relative errorDC /DaU in the cosmic energy equation is shown as a function of the expansion factora(t) for different
simulations. The chosen cosmological model is a flat CDM with a cosmological constant,V 5 0.3 andh 5 0.7. The simulations arem

21 3performed in a 200 h Mpc comoving box with 84 particles. Filled squares refer to a simulation (S1L) with forces calculated usingu 5 0.4
and quadrupole moments. Filled triangles correspond to a run (S2L) with the same simulation parameters but withu 5u(t) which is
controlled by Eq. (5) (open square). Values ofDC /DaU for the corresponding parallel runs are not displayed because they overlap with the
plotted symbols.

parameters of the model. The power spectrum of the errors in the force components of a particle subset
density fluctuations has been normalized so that the (| 5%N ) of the S1L run are displayed inFig. 2 (leftp

21r.m.s. mass fluctuation in a sphere of radius 8 h column). The reference forces are calculated from
Mpc takes the values 5 1 at the present epoch, the same particle distribution usingu 5 0.01. It has8

a(t)5 a 5 11. The simulations are run in anL5 been found that a similar distribution in the relativefin
21 3200 h Mpc comoving box withN 584 particles. errors is obtained if during the simulationu 5u(t)p

The gravitational softening parameter of the particles increases with time, provided that its value never
1 / 3is set to´ 5 L /10N . The filled squares ofFig. 1 exceeds an upper limit implicitly defined fors $g p 8

show err(t) for a simulation withu 5 const5 0.4. 0.2 by the constraint
This simulation (S1L) was performed using the serial

3 1.7
DC /D(aU )# 0.025/ [11 (0.4 /s ) ] . (5)version of the code. With this value ofu one has 8

23err(t)&10 even in non-linear regimes, whena(t)
approaches its final value. For several values ofa(t) An additional constraint sets an upper limitu # 0.9.
the distribution of the relative root mean square A simulation was performed (S2L) with the same

input parameters of the run S1L, but with the value
of u now implicitly controlled by Eq. (5). The level

T able 1
of energy conservation given by the constraint (5) isCosmological parameters of the simulations
shown in correspondence of run S2L inFig. 1 (open21Model V h a L(h Mpc) sm fin 8 squares). The relative errors in the force components

LCDM 0.3 0.7 11 200 1.1 of run S2L are plotted in the right column ofFig. 2
CDM 1 0.5 40 11.11 0.6 for the same particle subset of the run S1L. A more
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Fig. 2. For two simulations with different values ofu the distribution of the relative errors in the force components is shown for several
values ofa(t). The simulations are those of Fig.1. Left column is for the run S1L withu 5 0.4 and right column is for the run S2L with
u 5u(t).

quantitative comparison between the two distribu- evaluating the forces depends onu and for the
tions can be obtained fromFig. 3.The time evolution considered runs ata(t)511 it is significantly re-
of the 95% percentile of the cumulative distribution duced by a factor of 10 to 20 whenu is increased
of the relative acceleration errors is plotted for the from 0.4 to| 0.9.
two runs S1L (open squares) and S2L (filled
squares). The relative acceleration error is defined as2 .4. Multiple timesteps and particle update
da /a ; ua 2 a u / ua u, herea is the particle accele-D D D

ration evaluated in the direct summation limit. The After the force calculation is complete, particle
results show that for simulation S2L the relative velocities and positions are updated in each pro-
errors in the forces are always below| 3%, an upper cessor. In the individual timestep scheme (Hernquist
limit which has been found to yield reasonable and Katz, 1989) the particle timestepDt of particleii

´accuracy in various tests (Dave et al., 1997; Springel is determined according to several criteria. The first
et al., 2001; Miocchi and Capuzzo-Dolcetta, 2002). is important at early epochs and requires that

Therefore, the criterion (5) can be profitably used
Dt #Dt 50.03 2/3H(t), (6)i expto constrain the value ofu(t) according to the

clustering evolution, and at the same time to main- whereH(t) is the Hubble parameter at the simulation
tain the relative errors in the forces below a fixed time t. The other two criteria are
threshold (& 3%). This allows a substantial increase

3 1 / 2in the code performances. The computational cost of Dt #0.3(́ a (t) /g ) (7)i i i
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Fig. 3. Time evolution of the relative errorda /a at the 95% percentile of the cumulative distribution for simulations S1L (open squares) and
S2L (filled squares). The relative error is defined asda /a ; ua 2 a u / ua u, where a is the particle acceleration evaluated in the directD D D

summation limit.

Dt #0.3(́ /v ) , (8) parallel implementation, each processor determinesi i i

the individual particle timesteps and the smallest
(pr)where ´ is the comoving gravitational softening timestepDt of its particle subset,Dt is then thei min min

(pr)parameter of the particlei, g is the peculiar accele- smallest of theseDt and is used by all thei min

ration andv its peculiar velocity. These criteria are processors.i

´similar to those adopted byDave et al. (1997). After the particle positions have been updated, it
Particle timesteps are constrained to take the values may happen that a fraction of the particles assigned

j
Dt 5Dt /2 , where j $ 0 is an integer. For the to a given processor has escaped the processorj o

particle i the timestepDt , which satisfies the above subvolume. At each timestep, the particles which arei

criteria, takes the valueDt such thatDt #Dt . not located within the original processor boundariesj j ii i

At the beginning of the integrationt 5 t , the are moved between the processors. In principle, thein

forces are evaluated for all of the particles and their computational cost of locating the processor to which
positions are advanced by half of the initial timestep, the escaped particle belongs scales as the processor

´which is common to all the particles. In this integra- numberP (Dave et al., 1997,section 5.1). However,
tion scheme, the forces are evaluated at later times if during the ORB the processors are partitioned
t . t only for those particles for which it is according to the procedure described in Section 2.1,in

necessary to maintain the second-order accuracy of the final processor ordering makes it possible to
the leapfrog integrator. Particles can change their reduce to| log P the number of positional tests of2

time binsDt and their positions must be corrected to the particle. This is not a significant improvement inj

preserve time centering. The transformations neces- pure gravity simulations, where the fraction of
sary to perform these corrections in comoving particles which leave a processor at each step is
coordinates are given in Appendix A. The particle small (| 5%), but it is important in a future im-
positions are advanced using the smallest timestep plementation of the code which will incorporate

´Dt , as determined by the above constraints. In the smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH;Dave et al.,min
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 1997; Springel et al., 2001; Springel and Hernquist,
2002). In such a scheme, gas properties of a particle
are estimated by averaging over a number of neigh-
bors of the particle; in a parallel implementation, an
efficient location of the particle neighbors located in
the other processors is important in order to improve
the code performances.

3 . Performances

The treecode described here uses the BH tree
algorithm to compute the gravitational forces. The
implementation of this algorithm is identical to that

´of Dubinski (1996) and Dave et al. (1997).The
dependence of the errors in the force evaluations on
a number of input parameters has been discussed
previously by these authors, therefore an error analy-
sis of the forces will not be presented here. It is
worth noticing that, in the parallel treecode described
here, the tree construction in each processor is such
that the gravitational force acting on a particle is
identical to that computed by the serial version of the
code. For a given particle distribution, a comparison
of the values of the forces obtained by the parallel
version with the corresponding ones of the serial
version can therefore be used to control that there are xFig. 4. For the simulationS3C 8 the upper panel shows the

]not bugs in the parallel routines which perform the maximum absolute errors in the force components evaluated by
construction of the local essential trees. each of theP 5 8 processors ata(t)5 1. Reference forces have

been calculated with a treecode algorithm applied to the wholeThe results of this test are shown in Fig.4 for a
3distribution of 32P particles. The opening angle parameter isconfiguration with P 5 8 processors. The initial

3 21 u 5 0.4 and cell moments are calculated up to quadrupole order.positions of 32P particles in aL511.11 h Mpc
The bottom panel shows the corresponding values of the forces.

comoving box have been perturbed according to a
CDM model withV 5 1, h 50.5 and power spec-m

trum normalizations 50.7 at the present epoch processors. The results plotted inFig. 4show that the8
x(simulation S3C 8 of Table 2). This epoch corre- maximum relative difference between the forces
]

sponds to a valuea 540 of the expansion factor computed by the treecode and its parallel version isfin
28and particle forces have been evaluated ata(t)5 1. |10 . Analogous results were obtained for a con-

This is because in linear regimes the computation of figuration withP 5 64 processors. These small dif-
the forces for a tree code is subject to large relative ferences are presumably due to round-off errors,
errors (see Section 2.3). For a comparison of the which lead in the two code versions to differences of
forces obtained with different tree codes from the the same order in the values of the moments of
same particle distribution, the choicea(t)51 then certain cells. These differences follow because these
corresponds to the most severe particle configuration cells have spatial volumes which occupy two or
to be used with these parameters. Forces have been more processor domains. In the parallel treecode the
calculated with an angle parameteru 5 0.4 and moments of these cells are then evaluated by sum-
quadrupole corrections. To compute parallel forces ming partial contributions in a different order from
the particle distribution was split among theP that of the serial version. For the simulations ofFig.
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T able 2 T able 3
Summary of the simulations Number of particles of the parallel runsS4C P

]
a b c d a bModel N u Procs Run P N N /P |p p p

3
LCDM 84 0.4 S1L 4 140,608 35,152

3
LCDM 84 var S2L 8 287,496 35,937

3CDM 32 0.4 P S3C 16 551,368 34,460
CDM |35,127 0.4 P S4C 32 1,124,864 35,152
CDM 140,608 0.4 S5C (S6C:SPH ) 64 2,197,000 34,328

132 4,574,296 35,737a Number of particles, for parallel runs is the average number of
aparticles per processor. Number of processors.

b bThe symbol var denotesu 5u(t), whereu is implicitly defined Average number of particles per processor.
according to Eq. (5).

c Procs is the number of the processors in the parallel runs.
d Serial runs are indicated with anS, the parallel runs have the particles scales linearly withP. This dependence of

same simulation label of the corresponding serial runs but with a N on P has been chosen in order to compare thep
subscript added to indicate the processor numberP. The notationx force solving CPU timet consistently with thesolvemeans that the total particle number of the simulation is that of the

one necessary for the construction of the localserial run times the number of processors. The simulationS6C is
essential tree. IfN is kept fixed andP becomes veryhydrodynamic (SPH ), the cosmological and simulation parameters p

are the same of the runS5C, but with a baryonic fraction large the communication time necessary for the
V 50.05. The simulation includes radiative cooling and isb construction of the local essential trees is expected to
performed withN 5140,608 dark matter and gas particles.p be dominant over the force computation and thus

code performances will be degraded. On the other
1 the values of DC /DaU of the corresponding hand, this configuration is of scarce practical interest
parallel runs are not shown because they practically because parallel runs are expected to be performed
overlap with those of the serial runs. with a number of particles per processor as high as

possible. With the choiceN /P 5 const, the CPUp

3 .1. Scalability time t scales ideally ast ~ log N ~ log P.solve ideal p

The results are shown inFig. 5, where t (P) issolve

The computational speed of the code is defined as plotted up toP 5 128 (continuous line) for the tests
the particle number divided by the elapsed CPU on the SP4 and up toP 5 32 (dash-dot line) for tests
wall-clock time t spent in the force computation on the SP3. The dotted line shows the ideal scalingsolve

of the particles. This definition includes also the relation. In the largeP limit t is approximatelysolve

treewalk necessary for constructing the interaction |10% higher than the ideal scaling relation. This is
lists. For a specified accuracy and particle distribu- most probably due to cache effects of the machine

5tion, the CPU timet of a parallel treecode with which arise whenN * 10 during the tree descentsolve p

maximum theoretical efficiency is a fraction 1/P of necessary to calculate the forces. The computational
3that of the serial code. speed atP 516 is | 32 P/t | 400P part /s on thesolve

The scalability of the parallel treecode was tested IBM SP3, and|700P part /s on the SP4. This is
by measuring t using a different number of valid foru 50.4. If u is increased, the particlesolve

processorsP. For a configuration ofP processors interaction list will have a smaller number of terms
t is defined as the average of the values of the andt will be smaller. It has been found thatsolve solve

individual processors. The tests were performed on t (u ) is well approximated by t (u #solve solve
25u / 3the IBM SP3 and SP4 machines hosted by CINECA 1)~ 10 . If u 51 the CPU times ofFig. 5 will

(Bologna, Italy). In its present configuration the IBM then be reduced by a factor| 10.
SP4 has 16Gb of RAM memory available on each 8 An important result is the timet required totree

processor node. The cosmological model is the CDM construct the local essential trees. The dashed line of
model previously described. The simulation parame- Fig. 5 shows that this time is always a small fraction
ters of the runs,S3C P and S4C P, are given in (& 2%) of the time required to compute the gravity.

] ]
Tables 2 and 3.For these runs the number of It is worth noticing that the communication part is
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Fig. 5. The average elapsed CPU timet spent in the force evaluation as a function of the number of processorsP. The value of thesolve

opening angle parameter isu 5 0.4, quadrupole moments are taken into account. The error bars are the dispersions over theP processors.
The initial particle configuration is found from a uniform distribution perturbed according to a CDM power spectrum atz 5 39. The testsi

xwere performed on the IBM SP3 (P # 32) and SP4 machines (P # 128). The dash-dot line shows the values oft for the testsS3C P onsolve ]
the SP3, continuous line refers to the testsS4C P on the SP4 (seeTable 2). The total particle number of the testsS4C P is given inTable 3.

] ]
The short dash line connects the values oft obtained from a set of clustered distributions statistically equivalent to that of the runsS4C Psolve ]
at z 5 0.5 (see text). The long dashed line is the CPU time for constructing the tree scaled up by a factor 10. The dotted line is the expected
t from the ideal scaling relation~ log(N ).solve p

efficiently handled by the all-to-all routine and the was found that for the considered parallel runs with
corresponding time is a negligible fraction oft . an evolved clustering state, the ratiot (Dt ) /ttree tree 0 solve

This is valid if the accelerations are calculated for (Dt ) is always small (& 10%).0

the whole particle set. In the parallel implementation In order to assess howt (P) scales withP insolve

of the multistep treecode described here, the local the strong clustering regime it would be necessary to
essential trees are constructed at each timestep and perform a set of simulations down toz 5 0 using a
the corresponding computational cost is approxi- different number of processors for the same model.
mately constant, whereas the force solving CPU time In the largeP limit this requires a considerable
t depends on the number of active particles at the amount of computational resources. Because the aimsolve

given timestep. In such cases it may happen that of the tests is to obtain an estimate oft (P) for asolve

t $ t . At the end of a large timestepDt the clustered distribution, thent (P) can be measuredtree solve 0 solve

total tree construction timet (Dt ) is defined as according to the following procedure. A serial runtree 0

the sum of the partial timest (Dt ) which have (S5C) was performed usingN 5140,608 particles,tree j p

been recorded betweent 5 nDt and t ; a similar with the same cosmological parameters and initialn 0 n21

definition holds also fort (Dt ). The ratio t conditions of the testsS4C P. The run was evolvedsolve 0 tree ]
(Dt ) /t (Dt ) depends on the particle timesteps fromz 539 to z 5 0. The maximum timestep takes0 solve 0 i

distribution and the lower limitDt . For the tests the valueDt 5 t /424, andDt 5Dt /32. Par-min 0 fin min 0

discussed hereDt 5Dt /32 is the minimum con- ticles timesteps are constrained according to Eqs.min 0

sidered value ofDt . According to this constraint it (6), (7) and (8). The redshiftz 5 0.5 corresponds tomin
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a simulation time t 5 n Dt 5 228 Dt . At this strates that the overall scalability of the code doesn 0 0

redshift the particle distribution was divided within not depend upon the degree of clustering of the
3the computational volumeL using the ORB pro- particle distribution.

cedure and particle computational weights calculated A comparison of the code performances with those
at the previous step. The four subvolumes and their of other authors is difficult because of different
corresponding particle distributions were given as algorithms, particle distributions and machines. The
initial conditions to the parallel treecode withP 5 4 plots of Fig. 5 show that the values oft on thesolve

processors. The average number of particle per IBM SP4 are only a factor| 2 smaller than the
processor is| 35,000 and is that ofS4C P. The first corresponding ones measured on the IBM SP3,

]
point of the CPU timet (P) at z 5 0.5 is then though the SP4 has a clock-rate which is|3.5 (1.3solve

measured as in the previous test atz 539. For a GHz) faster than that of the SP3 (375 MHz). Thesei

larger number of processors (up toP 5 32), clustered relatively poor code performances on the SP4 must
distributions statistically equivalent to those of the be attributed to the different hardware architectures
tests S4C P can be obtained as follows. The four and size of the memory caches in the two machines,

]
subvolumes of the test withP 5 4 processors and seeGenty et al. (2002)for the relative documen-
N (P) particles have lower bottom corners with tation on the SP4. In order to compare code perform-p

m m 1 2 3coordinatesxb , sizes l and volumesV 5 l l l , ances with those illustrated in other papers it is morep p p p p p

where p is the processor index andm is the axis appropriate to refer to the values oft measuredsolve

index. The subvolumes are divided along a cartesian with the IBM SP3. An educated guess that the code
axis m into two new separate equal volumesV /2, has performances fairly comparable with those of the1 p

the particles which belong to the original subvolumes Springel et al. (2001)code is given by Fig. 12 of
have now half the original mass and coordinates their paper. In this figure the gravity speed as a

m m m m m1 1 1 1 1x → xb 1 (x 2 xb ) /25 x (1). In each of function of the processor number is shown for ai p i p i

the original subvolumes the particle distribution is cosmological hydrodynamic SPH simulation in a
21 3then replicated creating a new set ofN (P) particles comoving box size of 50 h Mpc with 32 darkp

m m m 31 1 1with coordinatesx (2) given byx (2)5 x (1)1 matter particles and 32 gas particles. The cosmolo-i i i
m1l /2 and all of the other variables left unchanged. gy is given by aLCDM model with V 50.3 andp m

This procedure can then be repeated along the otherh 5 0.7. The simulations were evolved from an
two axes to generate up to 8 subdivisions from each initial redshiftz 510. The plotted speeds werei

of the four subvolumes used for the test withP 5 4. measured on a CRAY T3E (300 MHz clock). From
To measuret (P) at z 5 0.5 for P 5 64 (P 5 128) Fig. 12 the computational speed of gravity forP 5solve

this splitting procedure is first applied along one 32 is|7500 part /s. The cosmological model is not
(two) cartesian axis to the whole particle distribution that adopted in the tests ofFig. 5, but at early

3within the computational volumeL . The new redshifts the computational cost of the gravity force
distributions are divided among 8 (16) subvolumes calculation is not strongly dependent on the assumed
and the procedure described above is used to gener- model. ForP 5 32 andu 5 0.4 the results ofFig. 5

3ate for each of the subvolumes 8 new subdivisions. give a gravity speed of|12?10 part /s on the IBM
After the whole procedure has been completed, the SP3 for a CDM model atz 539. The measuredi

final particle distributions within the original volume speed must be reduced by|20% to take into
3L are then used as initial conditions for measuring account the higher clock-rate of the IBM SP3 (375

t (P) using the parallel treecode withP 564 or MHz). The final value (|9500 part /s) is similar tosolve

P 5 128. The obtained values oft (P) range from the one obtained bySpringel et al. (2001).It must besolve

P 5 4 up to P 5128 and are displayed inFig. 5 stressed that the timings shown inFig. 5 are the
(short-dash line). These values are supposed to give a worst case to be considered for a comparison with
fair estimate of what would be those obtained the gravity speeds reported in Fig. 12 ofSpringel et
running the testsS4C P down toz 5 0.5. The results al. (2001).This is because the clustering evolution is

]
show that t (P,z 5 0.5) scales with P as expected to allow a decreasing value ofu(t) and thussolve

t (P,z 5 39) in the linear regime; this demon- a corresponding increase in the computational speed.solve i
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The CPU timest of Fig. 5 refer to the gravita- will be degraded when the load imbalance betweensolve

tional force calculation withu 5 0.4 of a particle the processors becomes large. At any point of the
distribution at high redshifts, whereas the speeds in code where synchronous communications are neces-
Fig. 12 ofSpringel et al. (2001)are defined over the sary there will beP 2 1 processors waiting for the
entire range of the simulation time. The particle most heavily loaded one to complete its computa-
forces of the tests shown inFig. 5 were evaluated tional work. Load balancing can then be measured as
applying the improved BH criterion (2) withu 5 0.4 1

]L 5 O 12 (t 2 t ) /t , (9)and quadrupole moments to the particle distributions. max p maxP pFor P 54 the corresponding particle interaction lists
have atz 539 a mean number of termskwl| 1,000. wheret is the CPU time spent by the processorp toi p

The distribution of the relative acceleration errors complete a procedure andt is the maximum ofmax
22shows that 95% of the particles haveda /a &10 . the timest . A treecode spends most of the CPUp

These results can be compared with those displayed time in computing gravitational forces, and so it is
in Fig. 7 of Springel et al. (2001),where the 95% essential to have good load balancing (* 90%) with
percentile of the cumulative distribution of the the gravity routine. As already outlined in Section
relative force errorsda /a( , 95%) is plotted versus 2.1 this task is not obviously achieved with a

3kwl in a 32 cosmological simulation atz 525. The multistep treecode. The number of active particlesi

plots are for different opening criteria. Atu 50.4 the N between the simulation timest andt 1Dt canact n n 0

new opening criterion ofSpringel et al. (2001)gives vary wildly as a function of the current simulation
(k) (k)a comparable accuracy with approximately the same timet . This is definedk steps aftert as t 5 t 1n n n n

j5knumber of terms. o Dt , the summation is att . t over the pastj51 j n

Another comparison can be made with the parallel timestepsDt .j
treecode developed byMiocchi and Capuzzo-Dolcet- At a certain step the ORB procedure described in
ta (2002).The authors computed gravity speeds on a Section 2.1 can be used to obtain load balancing, but
CRAY T3E for a Plummer distribution withN 5 at later steps the unbalancing can be substantial. Thisp

128,000 particles. Fig. 7 of their paper showsda / problem has prompted some authors to consider
a( , 90%) versus the average workkwl per particle. more complicated approaches (Springel et al., 2001;
The forces were calculated using the BH criterion Miocchi and Capuzzo-Dolcetta, 2002). Here a sim-
with quadrupole moments. The maximum value of pler route is followed starting from the observation
kwl in the figure is | 1000, and it corresponds to that in a multistep integration scheme, a better

23
da /a( , 90%)| 10 . For a configuration ofP 5 32 measure of the computational work done by each

(k)processors this value ofda /a( ,90%) gives a gravi- particle i is given by W 5o w , wherei k i
4 (k)ty speed of about|10 part /s (Fig. 5 of their paper). w ~ N (i) is the number of floating point opera-i OP

Taking into account the different clock rates of the tions of particlei necessary to calculate the gravita-
machines used in the tests, this value of the speed is tional forces of the particle at the simulation time

(k) (k) (k)approximately that obtained here on the IBM SP3 t . If the particlei is not active att , w 5 0. Then n i

with the same number of processors and an inter- summation is over the steps betweent and t 1Dt ,n n 0

action list of nearly equal length. Finally, is is worth the weightsW are now used at each large stepDt toi 0

noticing that the ratiot /t is significantly subdivide the computational volume according to thetree solve

lower than that obtained in other parallel versions of ORB procedure. Theoretically, this weighting
a treecode (Dubinski, 1996; Springel et al., 2001). scheme does not guarantee a perfect load balance,

nonetheless it has been found to yield satisfactory
3 .2. Load balancing results (L *90%) in many typical applications. The

reason lies in the shape of the distribution function
An important characteristic of a treecode is load F(Dt ) of the particle timestepsDt , for a simulationi i

balancing. An ideal code should have the computa- with an evolved clustering state. The number of
tional work divided evenly between the processors. particles with timesteps in the intervalDt , Dt 1Dtj j

This is not always possible and code performances is given byn 5F Dt. The particle timesteps arej
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determined according to the criteria defined in of the particle timesteps. For this reason it was
decided to generate initial conditions for the parallelSection 2.4. Another parameter which determines the
runs from an SPH simulation. Hence, the measuredshape of the distribution function is the minimum
performances are indicative of those that would betimestepDt . The optimal choice forDt requiresmin min

obtained if SPH were to be implemented in thethat the number of particles of the binned distribution
parallel code.n in the last time bin should be a small fraction ofj

The distributionn of the simulation S6C is shownthe total particle number, as a rule of thumb it is j

as a function of the particle timestepsDt in Fig. 6a,found N |5%N . The particles in the last time bin jopt p
at the simulation timet 5 n Dt 5 228Dt . Theare n with timesteps Dt 5Dt 5Dt / n 0 0j max min j max 0

j max corresponding distribution of particle computational2 . If n is much higher than the thresholdj max
loads W is shown in panel (b). The plotted dis-N it means that the integration scheme is not iopt ( j )tribution is W 5o W , the summation beingaccurate, for a specified set of constraints on the i[Dt ij

particle timesteps, because there are many simulation over all of the particlesi with timestepsDt . Aboutj

particles with Dt 5Dt . On the other hand, if |90% of the particles are in the first three time bins.min

n |N , it would imply that the computational work It can be seen that for these bins the variations in the0 p

of the code is wasted for the required accuracy. load distribution are within|20%. For example, the
The binned distributionn was measured for a number of particlesn with timestepDt 5Dt /8 isj j 3 0

clustered particle distribution originated from a serial
(S6C) test simulation. This simulation is similar to

 

the serial run S5C of Section 3.1, but incorporates
now hydrodynamics according to the SPH scheme.
The cosmological parameters are the same as S5C,
but with a baryonic density parameterV 5 0.05.b

These values are the same simulation parameters
´used byDave et al. (1997,Section 4.3) for testing

their parallel SPH treecode. The run was performed
from z 5 39 down toz 50 using an equal number ofi

140,768 gas and dark matter particles. The simula-
tion includes radiative cooling, an ionizing UV
background and gas particles in cold high density
regions are subject to star formation. For more
details see e.g.,Valdarnini (2002b).The maximum
timestep takes the valueDt 5 t /424, andDt 5o fin min

Dt /32 is the minimum allowed timestep of dark0

matter particles according to the criteria defined in
Section 2.3; gas particles have their timesteps addi-
tionally constrained by the Courant condition (Hern-
quist and Katz, 1989). At the simulation timet 5n

n Dt 5 228Dt , the particle distribution of the0 0

simulation was used, following the splitting pro- jFig. 6. (a) Number of particles with timestepsDt 5Dt /2 at thej 0cedure described in Section 3.1, for generating the end of a macrostepDt for the serial run S6C. The number of0
initial conditions for the parallel simulations. The particles is 479,445,Dt 5 t /424,Dt 5Dt /32 and simulation0 fin min 0

parallel runs are purely collisionless and gas particles time t 5 n Dt 5 228 Dt . The simulation is hydrodynamicn 0 0

according to the SPH method, and includes radiative cooling andwere treated as dark matter particles. These simula-
star formation. The number of particles includes also the startions were performed to investigate the load balanc-
particles which have been formed since the initial simulation time.

ing efficiency of the parallel treecode. According to (b) For the same particle distribution the corresponding computa-
( j )the previous discussion, the load balancing parametertional loadsW 5o W are shown. The summation is over alli[Dt ij

L depends on the shape of the distribution function the particlesi with timestepsDt .j
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| n /10. The choice of a simple weighting scheme0

w ~ N (i) would have given a shape of the loadi OP

distribution similar to that ofn . The reason for thej

shape of the load distribution ofFig. 6b is that in a
multistep integration scheme the particle forces are
calculated within a large timestepDt when their0

positions must be synchronized. An optimal choice
of the constraints on the particle timesteps yields a
binned distributionn with a hierarchyn | n /2. Aj j11 j

weighting scheme which sums the number of floating
point operations over a large timestepDt takes into0

account the fact there are few particles withDt <j

Dt but that these particles have forces calculated a0
21number of times~ Dt . This weighting schemej

leads, at the end of a large timestepDt , to particle0

loads with a distribution which can be considered
roughly constant, for practical purposes, for a large
fraction of the simulation particles (| 90%). An
ORB domain decomposition is then applied every
large timestepDt according to the calculated0

weights of the particles. The subdivision of the
computational load that follows from this ORB
among the processors is still unbalanced, but within
a large timestepDt the unbalancing is higher when0

the computational work is minimal.
Finally, the load balancing efficiency of the pro-

posed weighting scheme was tested against the
processor numberP by measuringkLl for a set ofn

runs. The binned distributionn of Fig. 6 reveals thatj

there are few particles with timestepsDt 5Dt , thej 5

parallel runs were performed settingDt 5Dt /32.min 0

The initial conditions for the runs withP # 128
processors were obtained from simulation S6C as
previously discussed. ForP 5 4 the relative weights
of the different computational works within a large
timestepDt are clearly illustrated inFig. 7.Panel (a)0

shows the elapsed CPU wall-clock time spent by the
parallel code to compute the gravitational forces. The
CPU time is plotted betweent and t versus then n11

(k)simulation timet and is the maximum of the singlen Fig. 7. The load balancing scheme is tested for a parallel run withprocessor values. There is a large burst of CPU work
P 5 4 processors. The initial conditions have been obtained from(k)when the particles synchronized att are those withn the clustered particle distribution of simulation S6C (see Fig.6).

timestepsDt , Dt /2 andDt /4. The instantaneous (a) The top panel shows, betweent andt , the maximum of the0 0 0 n n11
(k)CPU times of theP processors at the simulation timet , n 5 228.load balancingL is shown in panel (b) and is n(k)

(k) (k11) The corresponding load balancingL is plotted in the mid panelkcalculated using Eq. (9) betweent and t . Then n (b). The bottom panel shows the load balancingkLl at the end ofnCPU timest refer to the times spent in the gravityp each macrostepDt . The validity of the weighting scheme is0
force computation but without including those neces- shown by the first point, where the ORB procedure has been
sary for the construction of the local trees. It can be performed settingw 5 const.i
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seen thatL drops to very inefficient values (& 0.3) this weighting scheme for the ORB domain de-(k)
(k)when t corresponds to a small number of active composition can be successfully used to obtain ann

particles and it reaches a high efficiency (* 0.9) efficient load balancing, even when the number of
with the highest CPU times. The overall load balanc- processors is high. These performances are not
ing is measured by applying Eq. (9) between every affected if the measured CPU times used for comput-
ORB domain decomposition; panel (c) showskLl ing kLl do not include the tree construction paralleln n

versus the simulation timet for ten large timesteps overheads. For P532 it is found t (Dt ) /tn tree 0 solve

Dt . The ORB procedure was performed setting for (Dt )| 5% and for P 5 128 this ratio grows up to0 0

the first step w 5 const, yielding kLl|0.8. This |10%. This is an important feature of the paralleli

proves that the load balancing performances are treecode presented here, since in a multistep treecode
sensitive to the chosen weighting scheme and that the tree reconstruction at each timestep can degrade
the procedure previously described is optimal to code performance. Parallel runs withP 5 128 have
achieve a good load balance for the parallel treecode load balancing down toL |0.8. It must be stressed
described here. that, forP . 32, these relatively poor values of the

In Fig. 8 the values ofkLl for the parallel runs load balancing are not due to a failure of the adoptedn

are displayed versus the processor numberP. For weighting procedure. About a|10% of the loss of
each value ofP, the values ofkLl were computed balancing efficiency originates from the scatter of then

for three timestepsDt . The CPU times used for CPU times among different processors with the same0

computing kLl include also the tree construction amount of computational load. This is clearly illus-n

times. The measured values ofkLl demonstrate that trated by the open symbols of Fig.8. For P $ 64n

 

Fig. 8. For a set of parallel runs the values of the load balancingkLl at the end of a timestepDt are shown for three timesteps versus then 0

processor numberP. Initial conditions were obtained from the serial runS6C (Fig. 6), using the splitting procedure described in Section 3.1.
For P $64 open symbols refer to the values ofkLl evaluated according to the computational loads used to perform the ORB subdivision.n
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these symbols refer to the values ofkLl evaluated at between processors with the same computationaln

the end of the stept 5 nDt using in Eq. (9) the load, which increases asP increases. The scatter ofn 0

computational loads of each processorp: W ;o W , the CPU times is attributable to the probability ofp i i

instead of the corresponding CPU times. The particle having the memory access of a process in conflict
computational loadsW are those used to perform the with concurrent tasks. This probability grows statisti-i

ORB procedure, hence the load balancing measured cally asP increases and it depends on the machine
according to the processor valuesW yields a sort of configuration.p

‘theoretical maximum’ balancing efficiency for the The above runs have illustrated the load balancing
chosen weighting scheme. Fig.8 shows that for efficiencyL (|90%) for a set of simulations with an
P $ 64 the values of kLl measured using the evolved clustering state, but at high redshifts then

computational loads are systematically higher (| 0.9) values ofL for a cosmological simulation are equally
than those obtained from the CPU times of the high. This follows because in a multistep integration
processors. ForP 5 128, the processor computational scheme the particles have initially assigned the
loads versus the corresponding CPU timest are smallest timestepDt . The main criterion whichp min

(k)presented in Fig.9 at the simulation timet 5 228 determines particle timesteps at early redshifts isn

Dt 1Dt /2. The large scatter among the values oft given by Eq. (6). There is thus a large fraction of0 0 p

for a given computational load shows that the particles which, during the early phases of the
relatively poor code performances in the largeP simulation, evolves with the same timestep. For a
regime are not then intrinsic to the proposed weight- ‘monochromatic’ distribution function of particle
ing method for performing the ORB partition, but timesteps, the load balancing that follows from the
arise because of the scattering of the CPU times ORB procedure is similar to the one of the single-

 

k (k)Fig. 9. For the parallel run of Fig.8 with P 5128 the computational loadsW of the processors are plotted at the simulation timet versusp n
k (k)the corresponding CPU timest , herep is the processor index.W is defined as the sum over the processor particles of the loadsw . Thep p i

(k) (k)particle computational loadsW 5o w are those used to perform the ORB procedure. The simulation time is chosen att 5 228i k i n

Dt 1Dt /2, when there is the highest number of active particles.0 0
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step integration scheme and is as high as that of a compute the gravitational accelerations of the local
clustered distribution. This confirms that the load particles of each processor it is necessary to con-
balancing efficiency of the adopted weighting struct first the local essential trees. The construction
scheme is robust for a variety of clustering states in of the local essential trees follows that already
cosmological simulations. implemented in previous works (Dubinski, 1996;

´The high load balancing efficiency of the code Dave et al., 1997). In Section 2.3 it was seen that it
compares well with the values reported for the is possible to concentrate all the communications

´gravity computation byDave et al. (1997)in several between processors, necessary for the construction of
tests on the performances of their parallel treecode the local essential trees, in a single phase, which can
which incorporate SPH hydrodynamics. For a num- be efficiently managed with a single message-passing
ber of processorsP # 16 the obtained values ofL are all-to-all routine.
higher than those presented by Springelet al. (2001, The parallel performances of the code were tested
Table 1), and similar to the ones ofMiocchi and on two different machines (IBM SP3 and SP4) and
Capuzzo-Dolcetta (2002,Fig. 6). A proper com- for a set of parallel runs up toP 5 128 processors.
parison is difficult however, because the tests of For a fixed value ofu and keeping constant the
these authors were performed keeping the number of number of particles per processor, it is found that the
particles constant, while increasing the processor CPU timet required to compute the gravitationalsolve

number. The implementation of SPH hydrodynamics accelerations is well approximated by the expected
in the parallel treecode is a work in progress, theoretical scaling relations~ log(N ), with a | 10%p

however it is unlikely that the performances of the loss in the largeP( $64) limit. The results show that
parallel treecode combined with SPH will be de- the computational costt necessary for the con-tree

´graded. According to the tests performed by Daveet struction of the local trees is a small fraction of the
al. (1997, Table 1), for P 58 processors the SPH timet . This is important because according to thesolve

computational part of the code is load balanced to parallel scheme presented here the trees must be
|97%. For the gravity computation, the value is reconstructed in the processors domains at each
similar and in the same range as those found here timestep. This could degrade code performance in a
with the same number of processors. multistep scheme where the number of active par-

ticles and then the gravity computational work of the
code strongly depend on the current timestep. An

4 . Summary and conclusions important issue related to this point is the load
balancing efficiency of the code when individual

A parallel treecode which is designed for running timesteps are used. In a multistep integration scheme,
cosmological N-body simulations on parallel ma- the work load imbalance among the processors can
chines with distributed memory has been discussed. be significant at each timestep. The measured per-
The code uses individual timesteps and the gravita- formances show that this task can be efficiently
tional field is solved according to the BH algorithm. solved if the domain decomposition of the computa-
In this method the accuracy of the individual particle tional volume among the processors is done using an
accelerations is controlled by the value of the appropriate weighting of the computational work
opening angle parameteru. The code uses a value of carried out on each particle within a large timestep.
u 5u(t) which varies with the simulation timet The results of the parallel runs show that the load
during the integration. The optimal value is chosen balancing is very weakly dependent on the particle
to minimize the computational work for evaluating clustering distribution, and is as high as|90% up to
the particle accelerations while keeping the relative P 5 32. When a larger number of processors is used,
errors below a fixed threshold. The domain de- code performances are degraded down to| 80%.
composition of the computational volume among the This relatively low efficiency in the largeP limit
processors is performed according to the ORB follows because, for a given computational load, the
procedure using a suitable chosen weighting scheme scatter between the processor CPU times increases as
to measure the particle computational loads. To P increases. If the load balancing is measured
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according to the computational load of the processor velocities at the stepn 11 are then, respectively,
particles, it is found thatL | 90% up to P 5 128. given by
This shows that the intrinsic efficiency of the pro-

x 5 x 1Dtv ,n11 / 2 n21 / 2 nposed load balancing algorithm is as high as| 90%
and this is the expected value that can be obtained in v 5 v 1Dt[g92 2Hv]n11 n n11 / 2
the largeP regime on a memory dedicated machine.

12DtH g9To summarize, it has been shown that a multistep ]]] ]]]F G F G5 v 1Dt ,n 11DtH n11 / 2 11DtH n11 / 2parallel treecode can be used to run cosmological
(A.2)simulations on massive parallel machines with low

communication overheads (& 5%), a speedup
where the variables in square brackets are evaluated|10% lower than its theoretical value and a good
at the timestep indicated by the subscript andload balancing (|90% up toP 5 32). The perform-
v 5 (v 2 v ) /2. At the beginning of then11 / 2 n11 nances of the proposed algorithms for the paralleliza-
integration all of the particles have the same timesteption of a treecode should then be considered par-
Dt 5Dt , and the particle positions are centered atminticularly promising. This is because the continuous
half time step according togrowth of computer technology is likely to make

cosmological simulations on parallel machines with a
2

Dt Dtvery large array of processors routinely available in ] ]x 5 x 1 v 1 [g922Hv] . (A.3)n11 / 2 n n n2 8forthcoming years.

If it is necessary to synchronize at the stepn 11 the
particle positions with the velocities, thenx isn11
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2
Dt 11H Dt
] ]]]F G2 g9 , (A.4)8 12H Dt n11 / 2

where the mid-point velocityv is estimatedA  ppendix A. Time integration in comoving n11 / 2

usingcoordinates

DtThe equation of motions of the particles are ]v 5 v 1 g922Hv . (A.5)f g n11 / 2n11 n11 / 2 2defined in comoving coordinates as follows:

When a particle changes its timestep fromDt toolddx
Dt , its position must be corrected in order to]5 v, newdt preserve second-order accuracy. The correction(A.1)dx g
terms are] ]]5 2 2H(t)v,3dt a(t)

2 2
Dt Dtnew oldS D]] ]]x → x1 2 g922Hv , (A.6)f gwhere r5 a(t)x is the proper distance,a(t)v is the n11 / 28 82peculiar velocity andg /a is the peculiar accelera-

3tion. It is useful to introduce the notationg9; g /a . the subscript of the term in square brackets refers to
The particle positions and velocities are advanced the last time the acceleration of the particle has been
according to a second-order leapfrog integrator. The evaluated. Using Eq. (A.5) this term can be written
spatial coordinates at the stepn 1 1/2 and the as
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